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natural. Or maybe you already make either Melt & Pour or Cold Procedure and have been wanting to try
Hot Procedure Soap Making? I’ Truly natural.We’ I believe plants heal, if they are in herbal form or
essential oils. Especially when the dishes differ so greatly in the types of oils you should employ.ve been
dealing with herbs and essential oils for many years, and also have taken (but still am) many herbalism
classes. Having had some medical issues, I understand that for me personally, the natural method to do
things is most beneficial. Once I learned all about the toxins in the body care products lining marketplace
shelves, I decided after that and there that I would make my own. It’s been an activity! Or perhaps you
just want one really Astounding recipe to customize and make use of as a foundation on your own soap
creations: A recipe that will NEVER fail you and your household and friends will love? Heidi THEN, you’
But when it comes to cleansers, and specifically soaps, we only utilize the types I make or those I deem
“Are you wanting to make your have soap?”Well, here's your book! This publication will show you how
exactly to easily make an all natural soap your skin will love!Many soap making books offer you tons of
recipes to pick from, and honestly, I believe they are a bit overwhelming. I love plants! I’ I made a
decision to make this book basic.ll obtain complete directions for how to make the hot process design of
soap building.-the one that’s asked for ALL the time by my relatives and buddies. You’m giving you my
BEST and most favourite soap recipe—ll admit.ll obtain the fun part! This is where I offer variation ideas
with that one recipe so you can make several different types of soaps. After that, you’ll get lists of
essential natural oils, herbs, clays, and textures to enjoy with! It’s a simple, yet very comprehensive book
for you if you desire to learn how to make your have soap using the hot procedure method—and still be
able to use your own creative license to make the soaps unique for you! Enjoy! Enjoy your soap
producing adventures!m still not 100% there, I’
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This book is so informative. I learned so much, and have made so many great soaps. This book helped me
understand the procedure of soap making and just how much fun it could be. I have already been able to
offer many of my soaps and am excited to produce a few more in the book. Despite having all the soap
making knowledge I've gained over the years, I still learned a lot from this book! I currently made the
original recipe without essential natural oils. Book on joy procedure soap from scratch. INCLUDED MOS
FAVORITED OILS, USES Good quality recipes & I am content someone produced. The recipe was easy to
follow. Even I can make soap! SHE USED JUST THE FACTS , NO FLUFF, A BASIC RECIPE FOR HOT
PROCESSING SOAP. I am thrilled to try more dishes in the book. Straight Forward Reserve For New
Soapmakers! tutorial Update: photos are turning up now. I must say i enjoyed this publication! It’s clear,
concise and incredibly easy to read! THEREFORE I used 5. Five Stars Came in a timely manner and in
great condition. Bought from the actual website I bought this publication from the Healing Harvest
Homestead website and could download it and printing it out at home that day. I came across it because I
was interested in making my very own soap, but I've been hesitant as the lye usually scared me. On the
webpage there was a lot of details and recipes however the book offered a complete walk through with
pictures, therefore i went ahead and got it and I'm pleased I did! Between this and viewing a couple
videos on YouTube, I made the decision hot process was definitely for me, and I decided to go forward
and make my first batch of soap. this book is a great resource for all levels of experience I've been making
cold-prepared soaps for years, but with Heidi's in-depth look at hot-processed soaps, I've a feeling I would
be changing my methods soon! But this reserve is what offered me the courage to finally consider the
leap, and I would recommend watching a couple video clips on YouTube just so you know what to
expect. With that being said, I didn't have one of the ingredients outlined for the soap (Castor Oil) and my
child has poor eczema and my nephew includes a nut allergy to peanuts and almonds therefore another
ingredient had to proceed, (almond oil) therefore i sent the author and email asking for help with the
recipe because I was also baffled on a few of her instructions (not because of the reserve, but because I
initial began learning from her site, and one thought to do that and the book thought to do that), but
never heard back. THEREFORE I did even more research and almost everywhere says to Always utilize a
soap calculator for dishes, so I went to SoapCalc dot com and utilized the measurements given in the
reserve but used the ingredients in had and understood wouldn't bother anyone's epidermis or allergies
and was given the right amount of lye to use and told how much the oil weighed, then did research on
what much water to use and discovered that on average you use 5-6oz of water per pound (16oz) of oil.
I’ve learned much better methods to color my soaps as well thanks to this book!5oz of drinking water per
pound of essential oil for my batch so it wasn't too much or too little and went for this and made my
initial batch of soap last night and it proved great and was not as scary as I thought it was likely to be! But
know that your soap is done when it looks like Vaseline. I don't know how else to explain it, but a lot of
books state it looks kinda very clear, but it's the same as Vaseline and feels like you're literally stirring just
that, warm Vaseline. Therefore understand that you're not getting a bunch of different real soap recipes,
you get one and at the end of the publication there's lots of ways to add what to it. Good good luck! I
can't wait to start making my own soaps for my children! Will need to have for hot process soap
building!I fell deeply in love with this book I fell in love with this publication. I'm a complete newbie and
it has everything I have to know about hot process soap making! They might be great to make use of and
wonderful as presents! The soaps are gorgeous. I was interested to understand everything I needed to
know about lye and why you utilize it for soap producing. If I can do it, ANYONE can! There is a great
deal of info in the book for newbies but even seasoned soap makers want this publication! There are a
number of quality recipes included that I can't wait around to try! With this book though there is only 1
real soap recipe and it provides a chapter of different additives to add to make the one soap right into a
cinnamon soap by adding cinnamon or make it a lavender soap with the addition of lavender to the same



recipe provided in the very beginning of the book. A great starter soap. No matter where you find yourself
along the way of earning soap, this reserve is a good resource for all degrees of experience!
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